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ABSTRACT

An educational example is presented that is an effective teaching illustration to help students understand the difference between traditional CAPM beta and downside (or down-market) beta and why downside beta is a superior measure for use in personal financial planning investment policy statements.
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INTRODUCTION

Beta is ubiquitous in investment planning as a measure of the relative riskiness of an asset or portfolio compared to the overall market risk. Beta is often used as a limit on acceptable investments in investment policy statements. Beta is provided as a statistic in numerous printed and electronic databases and is widely used to summarize portfolio risk characteristics.

This paper proposes that downside beta - a beta estimated just from those data points of the asset or portfolio return when the benchmark return is negative - is a superior measure. This is because traditional beta includes any observations when the asset or portfolio outperforms the benchmark. If there is any asymmetry in the returns process, this could result in a misstatement of beta and lead to the incorrect exclusion of assets from consideration.

THE BASIC EXAMPLE

Consider the follow simple example: Suppose you have an investment policy statement in which a client specifies that she only wants assets with beta less than or equal to 1. That is, she only wants assets that are no riskier than the market portfolio.

Now, suppose that there are two assets to consider. Mutual fund A is identical to the market portfolio and has a beta of 1 regardless of whether the market is rising or falling. Mutual fund B is identical to the market portfolio on days that the market goes down, but goes up twice as much as the benchmark on up-days in the market. Figure 1 shows a comparison of these two investments in returns space, with the market index return as the horizontal axis. Note that P1SIM1 and P1SPX are essentially identical in returns.
When the two returns series are plotted against each other, the difference between the two simulated portfolios becomes more apparent (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Returns For Two Simulated Series (Y-axis) Against Returns For S&P Index (X-axis)

Figure 2: Comparison Of Two Simulated Series (Same Downside Beta, Series 1 With Lower Upside Beta, Series 2 With Higher Upside Beta)

("Daily" Observation Numbers Showing Sequential Simulated Results)
One can see that the P1SIM2 line, the second simulation, exceeds the first but is never less.

When converting from returns space into price space, the real difference in these portfolios is apparent (Figure 3).

Now, one asks the students which portfolio is preferred: The dashed one (P1SIM2) or the solid one (P1SIM1)? Virtually everybody would prefer the dashed-line since the two portfolios have the same downside movement, but the dashed-line portfolio shows substantially greater gain.

Running a basic market model equation against each of the two simulated portfolios verifies that the estimated beta for P1SIM1 is 1 and the estimated beta for P1SIM2 is 1.489.

According to the investment policy statement’s guidelines, the dominant portfolio would not be acceptable because the beta exceeds the market.

If instead a downside beta measure was used, finding the beta using just those days when the market return was negative, then both investments would have the same downside beta, 1. At that point, other criteria such as upside beta (1 for P1SIM1 and 2 for P1SIM2) could be used to determine which investment is most appropriate.

CONCLUSION

Downside beta is not a hard concept, but it is unfamiliar to many financial professionals and students and is seldom discussed in textbooks. For purposes of investment policy statements, it is superior to traditional beta because it does not confuse positive return—profits—with loss.

This simple, yet effective, example quickly illustrates these differences and the problem with an investment policy statement designed to use beta limits.
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